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TIMETABLE
09:15 - 10.00 Arrival and registration, tea and coffee
10.00 - 11.15 Host welcome & keynote speakers
11.15 - 11.30 Refreshment break
11.30 - 12.45 Morning workshop session
12.45 - 13.30 Lunch
13.30 - 14.45 Afternoon workshop session
14.45 - 15.00 Refreshment break
15.00 - 16.00 Panel discussion and Q & A

SPEAKERS
Lisa Scullion is Associate Director at the Sustainable Housing & Urban Studies
Unit (SHUSU). Over the last 12 years, Lisa has led and delivered research
projects assessing the needs and experiences of a range of socially
excluded/vulnerable communities. This includes a portfolio of projects
assessing the needs of Black and Minority Ethnic communities, homeless
people and those experiencing welfare interventions. Lisa leads a dedicated
Work and Welfare research group, and also the Salford Anti-Poverty Taskforce.
The Rt Hon Stephen Timms MP has been the Member or Parliament for East
Ham since 1997. Stephen is the Labour Party’s Faith Envoy and he was the
Shadow Minister for Employment from 2010 until September 2015.
Stephen entered Parliament in 1994 and held a number of ministerial posts
under the previous Labour Government, including Chief Secretary to the
Treasury and Financial Secretary to the Treasury.
Before entering Parliament, Stephen worked in the telecommunications
industry for fifteen years.
Tom Royston is a barrister at Garden Court North Chambers. A social welfare
law specialist, with a particular interest in social security, Tom won a Legal Aid
Lawyer of the Year Award in 2017.
Before coming to the Bar, Tom worked in Citizens Advice Bureau and a Law
Centre, where he specialised in employment, discrimination and social security
law. As an activist, Tom was the Sheila McKechnie Foundation UK Consumer
Campaigner of the Year 2009. He also established the Yorkshire Tribunal
Advocacy Project, which provides pro bono representation in social security
tribunals.

SPEAKERS
Alan Markey is Director of Service with Coventry Independent Advice Service.
Alan leads the organisation and has responsibility for service strategy, quality
standards, operation and financial management.
Alan has worked in the welfare rights advice field for over 30 years. His
previous role was Head of Specialist Support (Benefits), leading a team that
provided second-tier advice and support service to all local Citizens Advice
branches in England & Wales alongside the development and delivery of a
national commercial training programme and support for the information
system. Alan is a former editor of ‘Adviser’ magazine, Citizens Advice flagship
social welfare periodical.

Michael Orton is a Senior Research Fellow at the University of Warwick, having
previously worked in the third sector and local government. Michael's work
focuses on social security using approaches that are solutions focused,
participatory and build consensus.
Michael is Secretary to the Commission on Social Security, a project which will
produce a White Paper style document on working-age benefits and in which
all the Commissioners are Experts by Experience i.e. people currently or
recently in receipt of benefits and from a number of different user-led/claimant
groups and Deaf and Disabled People’s Organisations.
Michael's research has also included active labour market policy, personal debt,
taxation/fiscal welfare and public attitudes. His work has been published widely
in journal articles and research reports, attracted a variety of media coverage
and has featured in Parliamentary Questions.
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Brexit and Benefits

Overview of Deal / No deal

At the time of writing, the UK was due to leave the EU 31 October 2019 and no deal had been
agreed on the UK’s departure from the EU. It is therefore not yet known what changes there
will be to the law and the rights of EEA citizens and their family members in the UK, nor when
these changes might take effect. However whether the UK leaves under the terms of an
agreement with the EU as a whole or not, will have significant consequences for some EEA
nationals, their family members and those with a derivative right to reside in the UK.

If a deal is agreed between the UK and EU, it is expected that there will be a transition
period after the UK leaves the EU, during which rights will be similar to those that applied before
this period. These rights include the residence and social security rights of EEA nationals, their
family members and those with a derivative right to reside in the UK. The Draft Withdrawal
Agreement provides for this period to run from the date the UK leaves the EU until 31 December
2020. 1 A different, or amended, agreement could, of course, include a different transition
period and at the time of writing the possibility of one lasting until 31.12.22 was being discussed.
The remainder of these materials refer only to the 31.12.20 end date, but all such references it
should be read as if followed by ‘note this date could change’.

If a deal is not agreed between the UK and EU, domestic UK legislation derived from EU
legislation (eg, the EEA Regulations 2 ) will continue in force after the UK leaves the EU. 3 In
addition most EU law that is not already reproduced in domestic UK law will be incorporated
into UK law from the day the UK leaves the EU.4 Therefore, if no changes are made, rights would
continue as they are now. However once these rights are contained solely in domestic
legislation they can then be amended.

1

Arts 4 and 126 Draft Agreement on the Withdrawal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
from the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community. However the EU have said they would be
willing to extend this.
2
The Immigration (EEA) Regulations 2016 (SI No: 1052) - hereafter referred to as ‘the EEA Regulations’
3
s2 EU (Withdrawal) Act 2018
4
s3 EU (Withdrawal) Act 2018
2
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The European Union settlement scheme
In preparation for implementing the Draft Agreement, the UK government announced the EU
Settlement Scheme.5 The Scheme is provided for in the Immigration Rules.
Following 2 pilot phases, and then a wider ‘voluntary test phase’, the scheme opened fully on
30 March 2019. From this date applications could be made from additional groups including
nationals of Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway and Switzerland (and their family members), and
those with a derivative right to reside (except ‘Zambrano carers’ who could only apply from 1
May 2019).
The details of the scheme are subject to change, and it is therefore important to check the latest
version of the Immigration Rules.6

Note advising on the EU settlement Scheme is an immigration matter on which you
can only advise if you have the appropriate level of OISC registration or exemption.
A general overview is provided below, but it is essential that EEA citizens, their family members
and particularly those with derivative rights or criminal convictions, be referred for immigration
advice on their individual circumstances.
In general, someone is eligible to apply for settled status (indefinite leave to remain) if they:

 are an EEA citizen, or the family member of an EEA citizen, or have a derivative right to
reside; and

 Can show ‘continuous’ ‘residence’ (see below) in the UK for five years; and
 (If the UK leaves under an agreement) began residing in the UK before 31 December 2020
and apply by 30 June 2021;7 or

 (If the UK leaves with ‘no deal’) began residing in the UK before the date the UK leaves the
EU and apply by 31 December 2020.8
In limited circumstances (which mirror those in which someone can acquire permanent
residence in less than 5 years) a person can be entitled to settled status after residing in the UK
for less than 5 years.

5

Home Office, EU Settlement Scheme: statement of intent (21 June 2019)
Immigration Rules, Appendix EU: EU citizens and family members. See also www.gov.uk/settled-status-eucitizens-families
7
However The Government has stated its intention to allow some exceptions including some children born after
31.12.20 and applicants with good reason for missing the deadline - Home Office, EU Settlement Scheme: statement
of intent (21 June 2019) paras 1.19, 2.5, 3.9, 6.2,
8
Department for Exiting the EU Policy Paper: Citizens’ Rights - EU citizens in the UK and UK nationals in the EU
Policy Paper (published 6.12.18) and repeated consistently since then.
6
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In general, someone is eligible to apply for pre-settled status (5 years limited leave to remain)
if they:

 are an EEA citizen, or the family member of an EEA citizen, or have a derivative right to
reside; and

 have been ‘resident’ (see below) in the UK for less than five years; and
 (If the UK leaves under an agreement) began residing in the UK before 31 December 2020
and apply by 30 June 2021; or

 (If the UK leaves with ‘no deal’) began residing in the UK before the date the UK leaves and
apply by 31 December 20209
A person granted pre-settled status is then be able to apply for settled status as soon as they
have been resident in the UK for 5 years.
‘Residence’
Significantly, the ‘residence’ referred to above is actual residence - it does not have to have been
with a right to reside.
‘Continuous’
Residence must be ‘continuous’. However absences out of the UK of upto 6 months in any 12
month period, or a single absence of upto a year for a serious reason (including pregnancy,
serious illness, study), or absence due to military service, are all ignored.
Family members
Under the EU Settlement scheme ‘family member’ includes someone who at the relevant time
was the EEA citizen’s (or in the case of child or parent, the EEA citizen’s spouse/civil partner’s):






Spouse / civil partner;
child or grand child (under 21 or dependent); or
dependent parent;
partner in a durable relationship (with the relevant residence document for the period
relied upon);

 other relatives who are dependent / member of the EEA citizen’s household / strictly
needs the care of the EEA citizen (with the relevant residence document for the period
relied upon)
It is also possible to qualify as the family member of a British citizen who has worked, been selfemployed or self-sufficient in another EEA state if they would count as such a family member
under the EEA Regulations.

9

See previous footnote
4
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If there is a deal, close family relatives of an EEA national resident on 31.12.20 will be able to
join them in the UK after that date and will be eligible to apply under the settlement scheme. In
addition some children born after 31.12.20 will be eligible.

Those for whom applications to the EU Settlement Scheme are more difficult
EEA or non-EEA nationals who lack documentary evidence
The EU Settlement Scheme requires evidence of nationality and residence. Furthermore the
evidence requirements for those who need to show they are family members are quite
extensive. Although much has been made of the process being user-friendly, documentary
evidence is still required and for those who lack documents this causes significant difficulties.10
The checks that are made by the Home Office, using data kept by for example HMRC, do not
always produce accurate results and for many do not reflect their actual period of residence.
The ability of the applicant to provide alternative evidence of residence in these cases is critical
in ensuring a person eligible for Settled Status is able to obtain it.
There is widespread concern about, and increasing media coverage of, the number of applicants
who have been resident in the UK for over 5 years and are eligible for Settled Status but are only
granted Pre-Settled Status.

EUSS and Social Security entitlements
Settled Status
If a claimant has been granted settled status, which is indefinite leave to enter/remain in the UK,
they have a right to reside that satisfies the right to reside requirements in all the benefits that
have that requirement.
Therefore EEA citizens and their family members and those with a derivative right of residence,
who do not have an EU law right to reside that entitles them to benefit, should obtain Settled
Status if they are eligible as this will then mean they can be entitled to these benefits.
Entitlement to benefit based solely on Settled Status is not always accepted by the DWP / HMRC
/ local authorities and refusals will need to be challenged. There is now guidance to refer to,
which confirms that settled status satisfies the right to reside requirement for all the means
tested benefits.11

10

With effect from 30.3.19 the Immigration Rules were amended to allow for the Secretary of State to agree to
accept alternative evidence of identity and nationality where the applicant is unable to obtain or produce the
required document due to circumstances beyond their control or to compelling practical or compassionate
reasons.
11
ADM Memo 9/19; DMG Memo 6/19; HB Circular A7/19
5
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Note: there is no physical document issued to those granted settled (or pre-settled) status, as
the status is only available to view on-line.
However a notification letter is emailed to successful applicants and can also be printed off the
person’s on-line Home Office account.
Some jobcentres are accepting this if the person can print it from their on-line account during
the interview. If this is not possible or not accepted the notification letter should still be
submitted to the benefit authority who can then verify it with the Home Office. The guidance
states12
These notifications are not proof of Settled Status or Pre-settled Status on their own, as they
do not contain biometric information. These notifications should be accepted from the
claimant as supporting evidence, which can be verified through HO services, using the
existing HO Evidence and Enquiry stencil.
Pre-Settled Status
If a claimant has been granted pre-settled status only entitled them to claim benefits that require
a right to reside until 7th May 2019. From that date the benefit regulations for each of the
benefits that require a right to reside (but not council tax reduction) were amended to add to
the list of excluded residence rights those with limited leave granted under the EU settlement
scheme.13
The effect of these amendments means that claimants with pre-settled status need to have
another right to reside to be entitled to benefits.
This is confirmed in the recent guidance referred to above.
This change to the benefit rules to exclude those with limited leave granted under the EU
settlement scheme, brings those with pre-settled status in line with the stated policy intention
that EU citizens and their family members would continue to have the same entitlements are
previously.14 However it only does so whilst residence rights based on EU free movement law
continue to apply. Once free movement rights have ceased those with pre-settled status will
be left without entitlement to benefits unless there are further amendments to benefit
regulations, and consequently such amendments are expected.

12

ADM Memo 9/19 & DMG Memo 6/19 para 6 of each
Child Benefit and Child Tax Credit (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (SI.No.867);
Social Security (Income-related Benefits) (Updating and Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (SI.No.872)
14
See for example Home Office, EU Settlement Scheme: statement of intent, 21 June 2019, para 1.6:
EU citizens and their family members with settled status or pre-settled status will have the same access as
they currently do to healthcare, pensions and other benefits in the UK, according to the same rules as now.
Similar statements have been made about entitlements in the event of a ‘no deal’ scenario - see for example
Department for Exiting the EU Policy Paper: Citizens’ Rights - EU citizens in the UK and UK nationals in the EU Policy
Paper (published 6.12.18 and updated 28.3.19) paras 4 and 15
13
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Legal challenge
CPAG has got funding to develop a case challenging the regulations in force from 7.5.19, that
add to the list of excluded residence rights those with limited leave granted under the EU
settlement scheme (Pre-Settled Status).
The argument in brief is that, having granted the EU citizen a right of residence under domestic
law, the UK cannot then discriminate against that person on the grounds of their nationality in
terms of their entitlement to benefits relative to a British citizen.
This argument draws on the case of Trojani in which the Court of Justice of the EU held that an
EU national was entitled to protection from nationality based discrimination in relation to his
entitlement to a Belgian social assistance benefit because her had been granted a residence
permit in Belgium. 15 Subsequent caselaw from the UK courts have similarly held that those with
a right of residence granted under the domestic law of the host country must be entitled to
benefits on the same terms as nationals of that country.16
Further details of the argument are set out in the pre-action letter template on the CPAG
website.17

What happens after Brexit?
If UK leaves with deal (that is similar to the Draft Withdrawal Agreement):

 status quo continues - benefits that require right to reside can be access by those who
either have an EU law right or a domestic law right including Settled Status (but not,
unless CPAG challenge succeeds, Pre-Settled Status); and

 applications to the EUSS can be made by those eligible if they began residing in UK by
31.12.20 (and apply by deadline of 30.6.21)
If UK leaves with No Deal:



applications to the EUSS can be made by those eligible if they began residing in UK
before Brexit day (and apply by deadline of 31.12.20)



free movement rights continue until revoked …

In December 2018 The Immigration and Social Security Co-ordination (EU Withdrawal) Bill was
published containing provisions, among others, to revoke the EEA Regulations.18
15

Trojani v Centre public d’aide sociale de Bruxelles [2004] C-456/02
Patmalniece v SSWP [2011] UKSC 11, para 106; see also Abdirahman v SSWP [2007] EWCA Civ 657
17
http://www.cpag.org.uk/content/judicial-review-pre-action-letters - scroll down for the letter under heading:
PRE-SETTLED STATUS AFTER 6TH OF MAY 2019
16

18

Immigration and Social Security Co-ordination (EU Withdrawal) Bill, s1 and Sch1
7
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In January 2019 the UK government announced that if the UK left the EU without a deal, they
would ‘seek to end free movement as soon as possible.’19 Proposals for some interim measures
between free movement ending and the new alternative immigration system in 2021 were
published and are summarised below.
January 2019 interim proposals in event of No Deal
For those arriving after ‘Brexit day’ in a No Deal scenario, regulations provide that on arrival EEA
and Swiss nationals will be automatically granted 3 months leave to enter the UK.20 To remain
lawfully in the UK the EEA or Swiss national would need, before the end of the 3 months, to
apply for European Temporary Leave to Remain which would be valid for 3 years. Beyond that
they would need to apply for a different visa under the new post 2021 immigration system.
Non-EEA national family members will have to obtain a family permit in advance to accompany,
or join, the EEA or Swiss citizen in the UK.21
The rights of those whose residence began before Brexit day until they obtain Settled or PreSettled Status if free movement rights were ended before the new immigration system was in
force were being left to future, secondary, legislation22 and concerns were raised about passing
legislation to remove rights before replacement rights have been legislated for.23
However in Mid August 2019 the Home secretary announced the policy had changed to one in
which free movement was to end overnight in the event of a No Deal Brexit and the policy of
the European Temporary Leave was being abandoned.
A Home Office Media Factsheet was rushed out on the Home Office blog as a ‘short explainer’.24
This was short on actual explanations, but contained statements such as:
improvements to the previous government’s plans for a new immigration system are being
developed and the government will set out its plans shortly.

Less than a month later following widespread criticism, and observations from legal
commentators that the attempt to end free movement rights without primary legislation would
be extensively challenged in the courts, the Government announced a further change of policy
and the Home Office published a new policy paper.25
19

See for example the announcements of 28.1.19: ‘If Britain leaves the EU without agreeing a deal, the government
will seek to end free movement as soon as possible and has introduced an Immigration Bill to achieve this.’
www.gov.uk/government/news/government-outlines-no-deal-arrangements-for-eu-citizens
20
Art 3-6 The Immigration (European Economic Area Nationals) (EU Exit) Order 2019 No. 686
21
Government announcement 28 January 2019 - www.gov.uk/government/news/government-outlines-no-dealarrangements-for-eu-citizens
22
s4 Immigration and Social Security Co-ordination (EU Withdrawal) Bill
23
See for example Joint Committee on Human Rights report on Immigration and Social Security Co-ordination (EU
Withdrawal) Bill (26 March 2019)
24
Home Office Media Blog - Media factsheet: EU citizens and freedom of movement 19.8.19
25
Home Office Policy Paper: No deal immigration arrangements for EU citizens arriving after Brexit
(5.9.19)
8
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Current policy on a No-Deal Brexit
At the time of writing the policy is that free movement rights will continue ‘until Parliament passes
primary legislation to repeal it’.

For those arriving after ‘Brexit day’ in a No Deal scenario EEA and Swiss nationals will have a right
to enter the UK and will be able to remain in the UK ‘to live, work and study’ as they do now due to the continuation of free movement rights. However they may apply for European
Temporary Leave to Remain (ETLR) which would be valid for 3 years. They would only be
required to apply for this leave by 31.12.2020. From that date it will be necessary for all EEA
and Swiss nationals to hold either ETLR or leave under the new ‘points based’ immigration
system that will be in operation from 2021.26
Non-EEA national family members will have to obtain an EEA family permit in advance to
accompany, or join, the EEA or Swiss citizen in the UK. Once here a non-EEA ‘close family
member’ (which appears to mean spouse, civil partner or dependent child) may apply for (ETLR)
if their EEA family member has applied and would then be granted leave of the same duration
as that EEA family member. Again it will only be necessary to obtain this ELR by 31.12.20.27
The rights of those whose residence began before Brexit day continue as now - due to the
continuation of free movement rights and the continuation of the EU Settlement Scheme. The
deadline to apply for Settled or Pre-Settled Status under the EU Settlement Scheme will be
31.12.20.
The policy states that entitlements to benefits for those arriving both before and after a No
Deal Brexit remain the same as they are now - with a footnote stating:
Entitlements to benefits and services will be subject to any future domestic policy
changes which apply to UK nationals
This would suggest that EEA nationals who arrive in the UK after a No Deal Brexit, who obtain
ETLR but who are not exercising any free movement rights would be entitled to benefits that
require a right to reside on the basis of their leave to remain. This seems highly improbable as
it would give those people greater entitlements to benefits than EEA nationals in the UK before
a No Deal Brexit with Pre Settled Status but not exercising any free movement rights.

26

See for example this paragraph from the policy:
Enforcement
EU citizens and their family members who move to the UK after 31 October 2019 will need to have
applied for a UK immigration status (whether Euro TLR or under the new, points-based immigration
system) by 31 December 2020. Otherwise, they will be here unlawfully and will be liable to
enforcement action, detention and removal as an immigration offender.
27
See footnote above
9
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Brexit and the EU co-ordination rules
The way the EU Social Security Co-ordination Rules will be affected by Brexit depends on
whether the UK leaves the EU under the terms of an agreement (and what those terms are) or
not (a ‘No Deal Brexit’).
If the UK leaves the EU under the terms of an agreement between the UK and EU, it is expected
that, if the agreement is similar to the Draft Withdrawal Agreement, the co-ordination rules will
continue to apply until the end of a transition period (expected to continue until 31 December
2020) to claimants who are within the personal scope of that agreement.28
If a claimant is within the personal scope at the end of the transition period, the Draft
Withdrawal Agreement provides for the rules to continue to apply to them ‘for as long as they
continue, without interruption,’ to be in a situation in which they remain within the personal
scope.
If the UK leaves the EU without a deal the stated intention is for rules that were previously
provided for under the co-ordination rules to continue to operate in largely the same way. With
the aim of achieving this 4 sets of Regulations were published at the end of March 2019 which
would come into force on exit day. 29
The explanatory memorandum to these regulations states:30
‘These instruments aim to maintain the status quo on a unilateral basis, ensuring that citizens’ rights
are protected as far as possible in a ‘no deal’ scenario in relation to social security.’

However it is hard to see how the UK government can maintain the co-ordination of social
security systems of all the individual EEA states on a unilateral basis.
It is unsurprising therefore that the UK Government have also confirmed they are seeking:
‘reciprocal arrangements with the EU or Member States to maintain existing [social security] rights
for a transitional period until 31 December 2020 in a no deal scenario’.31

28

The personal scope of the Draft Withdrawal Agreement is similar to, but not exactly the same as, the personal
scope of EU Reg 883/04 and cross refers to that regulation - for example for the meaning of the phrase ‘subject to
the legislation of’ a member state / the UK. The personal scope appears to be quite broad, including an EEA national
(or a refugee or a stateless person) who is subject to the legislation of the UK, or is working in the UK and subject
to the legislation of an EEA state (eg: through receipt of a social security benefit) or a British citizen who is subject
to the legislation of an EEA state or is working in an EEA state and subject to the legislation of the UK.
29
Social Security Coordination (Council Regulation (EEC) No 574/72) (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019
(SI.No.721/2019); Social Security Coordination (Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, EEA Agreement and Swiss
Agreement) (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (SI.No.722/2019); Social Security Coordination (Regulation
(EC) No 987/2009) (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (SI.No.723/2019); and
Social Security Coordination (Council Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 and Council Regulation (EC) No 859/2003)
(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (SI.No.726/2019).
30
Para 6.6 Explanatory Memorandum to the regulations listed in previous footnote
31
See answers given by Alok Sharma in Parliament on 13.6.19 to written questions asked on 3.6.19.
Question numbers: 259864-73
10
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What we are covering in this workshop
• Overview of Deal / No deal
• Brexit related changes to date:
‐ EU Settlement Scheme (EUSS)
‐ Benefit consequences of being granted leave under
EUSS
• What is known of post Brexit changes

17

Deal / No Deal Brexit ...
• If deal agreed ‐ likely to be similar to the Draft Withdrawal Agreement
(DWA) & will include a transition period (in DWA this is set to end
31.12.20 ‐ but could be extended eg: to 31.12.22?) during which rights v
similar to now
• If no deal ‐ exisiting rights (both in UK & EU law) continue from day
after departure (provided for in EU (Withdrawal) Act 2018) but could
then be changed & Government statements about intentions to 'end
free movement' have varied considerably over recent months
Before looking at the relevance of free movement rights post Brexit lets be
clear about their relevance before Brexit ...

Current position (pre‐Brexit)
• Main relevance for benefits of EU free movement rights is that
those exercising these rights can access benefits which require a
'right to reside' (means‐tested benefits, CB & CTC) ‐ whether based on
rights set out in:
‐ EU law; and/or
‐ UK law (in the EEA Regs 2016)
• Also now have the EU Settlement Scheme
‐ limited pilots in Autumn 2018, then a 'voluntary test phase' from 21.1.19,
and 'fully open' from 30.3.19 ('Zambrano carers' from 1.5.19)
‐ introduced to comply with the Draft Withdrawal Agreement (& anticipating
the agreed 'transition period' until 31.12.20)

18

EU Settlement Scheme
Settled status (indefinite leave) if
• EEA citizen (or family member / derivative right) & began residing in
UK by 31.12.20; &
• Resided* in UK for 5 years+
Pre‐settled status (limited leave for 5 yrs) if
• EEA citizen (or family member / derivative right) & began residing in
UK by 31.12.20; &
• Resided* in UK for < 5 years
* 'resided' = actual residence
(ignoring gaps of upto 6m in each 12m period or 1 gap of 12m for 'important reason').

Can get Settled Status after < 5yrs residence in limited circumstances
(same as those for permanent residence in < 5yrs)

Benefit entitlements
For each benefit* that requires a right to reside:
• Settled Status satisfies the right to reside requirement for all benefits
• Pre‐Settled Status became an excluded right to reside from 7.5.19
‐ claimant therefore needs another (non‐excluded) right to reside

* universal credit & all the other means‐tested benefits & child benefit & child tax credit

19

Claimant needs a right to reside other than
For means‐tested benefits (inc UC, HB, PC):
‐ initial right to reside (1st 3m)
‐ EEA jobseeker (or family member) (except ib‐JSA)
‐ non‐EEA primary carer of British citizen ('Zambrano carer')
‐ (from 7.5.19) Pre‐Settled Status
For child benefit & child tax credit:
‐ non‐EEA primary carer of British citizen ('Zambrano carer')
‐ (from 7.5.19) Pre‐Settled Status

Benefit entitlements
For each benefit that requires a right to reside:
• Settled Status satisfies the right to reside requirement for all benefits
• Pre‐Settled Status became an excluded right to reside from 7.5.19
‐ claimant therefore needs another (non‐excluded) right to reside
Note: exclusion of pre‐settled status does not apply to Council Tax Reduction
Guidance issued in May 2019: ADM Memo 9/19; DMG Memo 6/19; HB
Circular A7/19
No physical document instead an on‐line system of status confirmation

Your experiences of getting benefits on the basis of settled
status?

20

Guidance to benefit decision makers
“[The print out notifications] are not proof of Settled Status
or Pre‐settled Status on their own, as they do not contain
biometric information. These notifications should be
accepted from the claimant as supporting evidence, which
can be verified through HO services, using the existing
HO Evidence and Enquiry stencil.”
ADM Memo 9/19 & DMG Memo 6/19 para 6 of each

EU Settlement Scheme ‐ not easy for all
• Numerous cases of being granted Pre‐Settled Status when should have
been granted Settled Status
‐ so can't get benefits such as UC if not got another right to reside
•

Groups experiencing particular difficulties because lack nationality documents or
evidence of residence / relationship inc:
‐ children
‐ elderly
‐ people with mental health issues
‐ homeless
‐ those fleeing domestic violence

Refer for immigration advice on EUSS applications in particular if any criminal convictions
or non‐EEA family member or derivative right (inc. for all Zambrano carers)

21

CPAG challenge to the Pre‐Settled Status exclusion
CPAG have got funding to take test case challenging the addition of
Pre‐Settled Status to the list of excluded residence rights

Basis of challenge in brief:
• Having recognised the residence rights of an EU national in the UK under
domestic law, the UK can not, under EU law, then discriminate on nationality
grounds in terms of access to benefits
• Follows case of Trojani in which CJEU held Mr Trojani was entitled to
protection from nationality based discrimination in relation to benefits
because he'd been granted a residence permit in Belgium (& subsequent cases
in UK courts have similarly noted that recognition of residence rights under domestic
law must mean benefit entitlements on same terms as British citizens)

What happens after Brexit?
If UK leaves with Deal (that is similar to the Draft Withdrawal Agreement):
• EUSS: applications can be made if began residing in UK by 31.12.20 (& apply by 30.6.21)
• Benefits: status quo continues ‐ ie can access benefits that require right to reside if have either:
‐ an EU law right; or
‐ a domestic law right including Settled Status

If UK leaves with No Deal:
• EUSS: applications can be made if began residing in UK before Brexit day (& apply by
31.12.20)

•

Benefits: access to benefits that require right to reside depends on immigration law ...

22

Previous immigration proposals if No Deal
In Jan 2019 UK Govt stated intention to end free movement 'as soon as possible'
through the Immgration and Social Security Co‐ordination (EU Withdrawal) Bill
& proposed replacement policy was that:
• For those arriving after Brexit day EEA nationals would automatically get 3m leave
to enter
• Within that time, if want to stay longer must apply for European Temporary Leave
to Remain (ETLR) (lasts 3 years) & then need a further visa under new immigration
system from 2021
• Non‐EEA family members ‐ need to get family permit in advance & then ETLR &
then new system
•

For those resident in UK before Brexit but who've not yet obtained leave under
EUSS ‐ rights were left to unwritten secondary legislation

In Aug 2019 Govt caused huge concern by saying free movement would end the day
after Brexit & that the above plan was being replaced
In Sept 2019 Govt U‐turn in face of potential legal challenges to attempts to end free

Current No Deal proposals
• 'Free movement framework' remains until repealed via primary legislation
• If EEA & arrive after Brexit may apply for European Temporary Leave to
Remain (ETLR) (lasts 3 yrs)
• Only a requirement to apply for leave from 31.12.20
• Non‐EEA family members must get family permit in advance and once in UK
may apply for ETLR in line with their EEA family member
• New points based immigration system from 2021
SUMMARY:
• If here before Brexit apply for leave under EUSS by 31.12.20
• If arrive after Brexit aply for ETLR by 31.12.20 (or possibly leave under new system)
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Entitlement to benefits that require a right to reside
• If Deal ‐ status quo continues til 31.12.20:
can be entitled to benefits that require a right to reside using residence
rights based on free movement or Settled Status

• If No Deal ‐ status quo continues til 31.12.20:
can be entitled to benefits that require a right to reside using residence
rights based on:
‐ free movement rights or
‐ Settled Status (if resident before Brexit) or
‐ European Temporary Leave to Remain (if arrived after Brexit) ‐ REALLY??
HO No Deal Policy says rights to benefits (for those arriving before or after Brexit)
'remain unchanged' ... 'subject to domestic policy changes which affect UK nationals'

Claimant needs a right to reside other than
For means‐tested benefits (inc UC, HB, PC):
‐ initial right to reside (1st 3m)
‐ EEA jobseeker (or family member) (except ib‐JSA)
‐ non‐EEA primary carer of British citizen ('Zambrano carer')
‐ (from 7.5.19) Pre‐Settled Status
‐ (from No Deal Brexit Date?) European Temporary Leave to Remain??
For child benefit & child tax credit:
‐ non‐EEA primary carer of British citizen ('Zambrano carer')
‐ (from 7.5.19) Pre‐Settled Status
‐ (from No Deal Brexit Date?) European Temporary Leave to Remain??
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Brexit changes to co‐ordination rules
• Affects EEA nationals living in UK & British citizens living in
EEA
(& members of family of each)

• If Deal: (if similar to DWA) co‐ordination rules continue as now during

transition period (under DWA = until 31.12.20) & once covered continue beyond
whilst the claimant's circs continue 'without interruption' to bring them
within personal scope (as set out in DWA)

• If No Deal:
‐ regs published with aim of 'maintaining the status quo on a unilateral
basis' [??!]
by 'fixing deficiencies' of retained EU law
‐ UK Govt seeking reciprocal agreements with individual EU states to
maintain
exisiting rights until 31.12.20

• In either scenario the DETAIL of the legislation will be critical

In summary
• If Deal ‐ status quo continues til 31.12.20
• If No Deal ‐ current policy suggests status quo continues for those in
UK before Brexit & some continuity for those arriving after Brexit
however the detail of immigration & benefit legislation will be critical

As much as is known will be in next editions of:
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Training courses coming up:
Benefits for EEA nationals
Standard level ‐ if you sometimes provide benefits advice to EEA nationals

• London ‐ Thur 10th October 2019 & Tue 29th March 2020
• Manchester ‐ Wed 20th November 2019

Benefits for EEA nationals ‐ Advanced
Experienced level ‐ if you often provide benefits advice to EEA nationals & assist with
challenges, also covers significant effects of EU co‐ordination rules

• London ‐ Fri 11th October 2019
• Manchester ‐ Thur 21st November 2019
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MIXED‐AGE COUPLES AND
UNIVERSAL CREDIT
Paul Treloar
September 2019

What We’re Covering
•
•
•
•
•

Policy and legislative background
What it means for those people affected
Savings provisions
Problems and possible remedies?
Anything else you want to discuss or highlight
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Benefits concerned
 Pension Credit (PC) Guarantee Credit
o Means‐tested benefit for people over State Pension Age
 Housing Benefit (HB)
o Generally means pension‐age HB in this workshop, except where
specifically identified otherwise
 Universal Credit (UC)
o On time, on budget and all going according to plan

State Pension age (1)
• Since April 2010, State Pension age (SPa) for women rising to equalise with
mens’ SPa
• November 2018 saw women reach SPa of 65 years of age, equal to men
• Since then, it continues to rise by one month every two months
• 6 May 2019 was cut‐off for MAC’s
• Since 6 September 2019, SPA is 6 March 1954 – 5 April 1954
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State Pension age (2)
•
•
•
•

To check, either go to
www.gov.uk/state‐pension‐age
Or look at State Pension age timetables
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/s
ystem/uploads/attachment_data/file/310231/spa‐
timetable.pdf

What is a mixed‐age couple?
• “Mixed‐age couple” (MAC) ‐ one partner of a couple is over SPa and one
•
•
•
•

partner is under SPa (married/unmarried/civil partner)
In May 2019, DWP say 115,000 MACs already receiving PC and/or HB:
• PC only 34,000
• HB only 25,000
• PC and HB 55,000
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Legislation (1)
•

•

Para.64 of Schedule 2 (“Universal credit:
amendments”) of Welfare Reform Act 2012 (WRA
2012):
State Pension Credit Act 2002 (c. 16)

•

64 In section 4 of the State Pension Credit Act 2002
(exclusions), after subsection (1) there is inserted—

•

“(1A) A claimant is not entitled to state pension credit
if he is a member of a couple the other member of
which has not attained the qualifying age.”

Legislation (2)
• The Welfare Reform Act 2012 (Commencement No. 31 and Savings and
Transitional Provisions and Commencement No. 21 and 23 and Transitional
and Transitory Provisions (Amendment)) Order 2019 – CO31
• Laid before Parliament on 14 January 2019, in Ministerial Statement
issued day before key Brexit vote
• Commencement date for amendment was 15 May 2019
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Legislation (3)
• The Welfare Reform Act 2012
(Commencement No. 31 and Savings and
Transitional Provisions (Amendment)) Order
2019
• Made amendments to CO31
• Memo DMG 07/19
• Memo ADM 10/19
• HB Circular A3/2019
• HB Circular A9/2019

What changed? (1)
• MAC must claim UC until both partners reach SPa
• Older partner is not subject to any work conditionality or sanctions but
may need to undergo WCA for LCWRA element?
• But must make UC claim and maintain online journal as condition of
receiving UC
• Younger partner subject to full conditionality unless exceptions e.g. caring,
apply
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What’s changed? (2)
• Subject to bedroom tax and benefit cap
• If claiming UC instead, not longer under default scheme for Council Tax
Support/Reduction?
• Loss of passporting to Cold Weather Payments, Warm Home Discounts and
health benefits eg dental treatment/glasses
• Subject to capital rules of £16,000 under UC – PC has different rules for
treatment of capital, deemed income on capital in excess of £10,000

How many and how much?
• DWP estimates on caseload and annual savings, February 2019
• 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
• 15,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000
• £45m £130m £220m £315m £385m
• Mixed age couples: benefit impacts of ending access to Pension Credit and
pension age Housing Benefit
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Notional losses of individual entitlement
•
•
•
•

PC amount couple £255.25 a week
PC amount single person £167.25 a week
UC amount couple £498.89 a month or £114.81 a week
Notional loss of £140.44 a week or £7,302.88 annually

Estimated losses (IFS figures)
IFS estimate those affected lose on average £5,900
per year (based on DWP data)
• Saving to the Government of ~£0.7 billion p/a
eventually although this may take years
• As well as having relatively low incomes, affected
couples are disproportionately likely to live in social
housing (35%), although majority are owner occupiers
(53%).
• About half contain at least one person in receipt of a
disability benefit
•
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How many years affected?

Savings provisions
• Any MAC entitled to PC and/or HB on 14 May 2019, and who has retained
entitlement to at least one of them for an unbroken period subsequently,
can make a new claim for the “other” benefit at any time.
• Article 4 of CO31
• No linking provisions, so if entitlement to both is lost for even one day,
they cease to apply subsequently.
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Exceptions to savings provisions (1)
• MAC where older partner claiming legacy benefit (ESA/IS/JSA) and
working‐age HB – when older person reaches SPa, must claim UC instead.
• MAC where younger partner claiming legacy benefit (ESA/IS/JSA) and
working‐age HB – can continue claiming as normal, despite older person
reaching SPa.
• MAC claiming working‐age HB only – when older person reaches SPa,
must claim UC.

Exceptions to savings provisions (2)
• For HB‐only claimants, a move to a different local authority area brings
savings provisions to an end, which means only option is to claim UC
instead.
• A single person receiving PC and/or HB on or before 14 May 2019, who
forms a couple with a partner under SPa, is not covered by the savings
provisions and they would need to claim UC instead.
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SDP exemption from UC claim (1)
•

Joint claimants either of whom is, or within the past month has been:

 entitled to an award of an existing benefit which includes the SDP; or
 in a case where the award ended during that month, continues to satisfy
the SDP conditions
• are restricted from making a UC claim.
• However, entitlement to ESA/IS/JSA is subject to upper age limit equal to
SPa.

SDP exemption from UC claim (2)
• Where MAC is excluded from entitlement to SPC and restricted from
claiming UC, the MAC member who has attained SPa is treated as
satisfying the age‐related condition of entitlement for the benefits for the
purposes of an award of those benefits to that member of the couple.
• This allows new claims for the benefits to be made and awards to
continue.
• Article 8(2) of CO31
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Temporary separation paradox (1)
•
•
•
•

Temporary separation paradox ‐ MAC separate for temporary period – what can older
partner claim?
PC ‐ treated as a couple until separated for 52 weeks – therefore they remain a MAC and
the older partner cannot claim PC as single until 52 weeks
UC ‐ treated as a couple until separated for 26 weeks – after this period, the older partner
cannot claim UC as single person due to section 4(2) of WRA 2012
(1) For the purposes of section 3, a person meets the basic conditions who (b) has not
reached the qualifying age for state pension credit,

Temporary separation paradox (2)
• Article 7(1) of CO31 (as amended) now enables the older
person to claim pension age HB and Pension Credit as a single
claimant until the reason they are unable to claim UC as a
couple no longer applies.
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Temporary separation paradox (3)
• Example: Younger partner temporarily absent from home
• One member of MAC is temporarily absent for 6 months or more. As
soon as it is clear absence is for more than 6 months, UC end their
claim.
• Under pension age HB regulations, couple are normally treated as
separate claimants only when temporary absence had lasted (or was
expected to last) for 52 weeks.
• In this example, older partner can claim pension age HB as a single
claimant until either:
• the absent partner returns ‐ claim UC as MAC, or
• the younger partner reaches SPa ‐ when they can claim HB as a couple

Entitlement due to qualifying benefit (1)
• Loss of entitlement to PC because of loss of entitlement to
qualifying benefit eg PIP/AA
• If PC‐only claim, because “chain” of entitlement is broken, even
if the qualifying benefit is subsequently restored, savings
provision no longer apply so cannot reclaim PC.
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Entitlement due to qualifying benefit (2)
• If HB claim stops due to loss of qualifying
benefit and/or loss of PC passporting,
regulation 4(7C) of the Housing Benefit
and Council Tax Benefit (Decisions and
Appeals) Regulations 2001 enables “any
time” revision back to date HB award
stopped.
• Should re‐establish unbroken chain of
entitlement and thus new claim, with
backdating, for PC as well?

Notional income (1)
• If older partner has entitlement to State Pension, they can claim it and is
taken into account as income as normal.
• Otherwise, if they choose to defer State Pension, then they are treated as
having notional income equivalent to the amount they would otherwise
receive.
• Reduces entitlement to UC (or legacy benefits) on a £ for £ basis.
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Notional income (2)
• If older partner has unclaimed pension pot(s), there are complex rules for
notional income.
• Amount equivalent to the income that would be received if purchased an
annuity with the pension pot.
• Calculated using Government Actuaries Department tables for annuities.
These assess income per £1000 of pension savings using the saver’s age
and 15 year gilt rate published in the Financial Times.

Moving from UC to PC (1)
• Make advance claim for PC up to 4 months before reaching SPA
• If so, UC award should be paid pro‐rata up to date of reaching SPA
• However, no automatic trigger to identify claimants who should be
claiming PC
• In practice, many people needing to make PC claim whilst UC claim still
live
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Moving from UC to PC (2)
•
•
•
•

Make PC claim and get it put into payment
Wait until end of next UC AIP, get UC payment
Put entry in online journal asking to close UC claim
If no action, telephone and make request – refuse to say why you want UC
claim closed
• Screenshot UC claim closure entry (for HB purposes)

LA gatekeeping
• Reports that local authorities refusing to accept HB claims from
MAC’s
• HB Circular A9/2019 explains circumstances when new HB claim
is possible for MAC so flag this
• Previous version had incorrect information on this issue
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Any questions?
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Migration to UC
- The Latest

Martin Williams
Welfare Rights Worker, CPAG
September 2019
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Universal credit migration – overview
‘Migration’ refers to a claimant transferring from a legacy benefit (IS, income-related ESA,
income-based JSA, HB, CTC and WTC) to universal credit (UC).
There are two broad types of migration to UC:


‘natural’ migration i.e. where a claimant elects to claim UC but without having been
formally invited to do so under the managed migration arrangements.



‘managed’ migration where a claimant elects to claim UC having been formally invited
to do so by the DWP under the ‘managed’ migration rules.

‘Natural’ migration can occur at any time and results from a claim for UC. There is no
transitional protection to the level of the legacy benefit. An ‘SDP gateway’ preventing
‘natural’ migration to UC by severely disabled people came into force on 16 January 2019,
and is due to end on 27 January 2021.

From 24 July 2019, rules make provision for severely disabled people who (despite the
operation of the SDP gateway) naturally migrate to UC having been entitled to the severe
disability premium but are now subject to change following a recent court decision. They are
not entitled to transitional protection (is as part of natural migration), but may (except in
cases of entitlement to HB only) be entitled to a ‘transitional SDP amount’ in their UC.

‘Managed’ migration will be a statutory process triggered by the DWP, ultimately involving a
notice to claim UC instead, with the power for the DWP to terminate legacy benefit
entitlement even where UC is not claimed. Where UC is claimed as part of the process,
transitional protection, in the form of a transitional element will apply. The process is being
piloted in a up to 10,000 cases first, from July 2019, and will apply to other current claims
between 2020 and 2023. Rules on ‘managed’ migration have only been finalised regarding
the initial pilot.
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This workshop will consider UC migration in the following contexts:


Natural migration and severe disability – the ‘SDP Gateway’, the ‘transitional SDP
amount’ and associated legal challenges



Managed migration – rules, DWP plans in practice, key concerns.

Natural migration and severe disability
Under natural migration, there is no transitional protection to the level of legacy benefit
formerly in payment. This risks particularly lower levels of entitlement to disabled claimants,
especially those entitled to the severe disability premium as part of their legacy benefit (i.e.
as UC includes no equivalent of the SDP). Two arrangements have evolved for attempting to
mitigate that: (1) the ‘SDP gateway’ and (2) the ‘transitional SDP amount’.

1. The SDP gateway – 16 January 2019 to 27 January 2021
From 16 January 2019 until 27 January 2021, claimants of legacy benefits entitled to the
severe disability premium (or who had been entitled to it in the last month) are prevented
from making a new claim for UC, until such time as they become subject to the managed
migration process.1 (The closure of the gateway and the January 2021 date was announced
in July 2019.)

In effect, in this period the claimant is prevented from naturally migrating to UC. The DWP
refer to this as the ‘SDP gateway’. Corresponding changes mean that a claimant who is
prevented from claiming UC by the gateway can make new claims for legacy benefits and tax
credits.2 The intention is that preventing migration until that takes place under the managed
migration process will ensure that severely disabled claimants are entitled to transitional
protection and so do not lose out at the point they transfer to UC.

The relevant rule is at regulation 4A of the Universal Credit (Transitional Provisions)
Regulations 2014. That provides that:

1

The Universal Credit (Transitional Provisions) (SDP Gateway) Amendment Regulations 2019, SI No.10, which
inserted a new reg 4A of the UC Transitional Provisions Regulations; reg 4A is revoked from 27 January 2021, by
virtue of reg 7 of the Universal Credit (Managed Migration Pilot and Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2019, SI 2019 No.1152.
2
Reg 3 of SI 2019 No.10
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No claim may be made for universal credit on or after 16th January 2019 by a single
claimant who, or joint claimants either of whom—
(a)is, or has been within the past month, entitled to an award of an existing
benefit that includes a severe disability premium; and
(b)in a case where the award ended during that month, has continued to
satisfy the conditions for eligibility for a severe disability premium

The gateway also applies to ‘joint claimants’ where one is or has been entitled to the
premium.

The prevention from claiming UC will cease to apply at the point the claimant (or the
claimant and partner) becomes a ‘notified person’ for the purposes of managed migration,
i.e. they become subject to the managed migration process.3 In short, the protection from
migration to UC for severely disabled claimants is only regarding natural migration, and such
claimants will eventually be included in the managed migration process.

Under official guidance, the SDP gateway does not apply where a UC claim is treated as made
on formation of a couple by a single UC claimant and a person who was previously entitled to
a legacy benefit (i.e., even where that person had the SDP included as part of the legacy
benefit).4

The SDP gateway and legal challenge
The SDP gateway was introduced after a judicial review in which the High Court ruled that the
absence of transitional protection in natural migration for SDP claimants who had to claim UC
instead of HB following moving to a new local authority was unlawful, on the basis that they
had been unlawfully discriminated against.5 The government are continuing with an appeal to
the decision, although there is no indication that the SDP Gateway will be removed even if
that appeal is successful.6

A subsequent challenge (taken by CPAG) that, pre-SDP gateway, claimants who had had their
legacy benefit terminated wrongly (as established on appeal) but who had in the meantime
had to claim UC instead and were worse off had also been unlawfully discriminated against
3

Reg 4A(2) UC Transitional Provisions Regulations (subpara (2) inserted by SI 2019 No.1152)
Memo ADM 01/10, para 14
5
TP and AR v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions [2018] EWHC 1474 (Admin) (14 June 2018)
6
Letter from Amber Rudd MP, Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, to Frank Field MP, Chair of the Work
and Pensions Select Committee, 24 April 2019
4
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has been rejected in the High Court.7 One of the claimants involved had been entitled to the
SDP as part of her income-related ESA, failed the WCA but successfully challenged that on
appeal after claiming UC. CPAG are seeking to appeal to the Court of Appeal.

Wrongly passed through the gateway?
What if, post-introduction of the SDP gateway, an SDP-entitled claimant is wrongly allowed to
pass through it and claim UC, thus ‘naturally’ migrating to UC? The most obvious examples
are (1) where the claimant’s entitlement to the SDP is only established retrospectively – i.e.
after claiming UC – by having to wait a long time for an award of PIP by the DWP or First-tier
Tribunal; and (2) where the claimant was indeed entitled to the SDP in their legacy benefit
but this was missed by the DWP who allowed the UC claim.

We now know that the official (DWP) response is that all such claimants are to remain on UC
but (ostensibly) be compensated for loss of the SDP by the inclusion of a ‘transitional SDP
amount’ in their UC. For more on the ‘transitional SDP amount’, see below. The DWP
confirmed this in the Explanatory Memorandum to the finalised Managed Migration Pilot
regulations, published in July 2019.8 Paragraph 7.51 of the Memorandum says that amongst
those who may be entitled are:

a. “Those who become entitled to backdated amounts of SDP following Legal
Entitlement and Administrative Practices (LEAP) exercises being undertaken by
the Department (e.g. they are subsequently found to have been entitled to SDP
after they moved onto UC and it is backdated to before their UC claim).
b. Those whose PIP applications have taken a long time to be processed. Once
processed, SDP eligibility is backdated to the period up to when they claimed
UC.
c. Those who have not received SDP in legacy due to maladministration/error e.g.
those whom the Department did not identify as having entitlement and
therefore never had it included in their award.
d. Those who win their appeal or Mandatory Reconsideration of their legacy
award and were therefore entitled to SDP in the period before they moved to
UC.

7
8

TD and others v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions [2019] EWHC 462 (Admin) (1 March 2019)
SI 2019 No.1152
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e. Claimants who have inadvertently breached the SDP gateway to claim UC. The
earlier version of the regs provided for people who had received SDP in their IS,
ibJSA, irESA or HB calculation to receive a transitional SDP payment.”
Arguably, claimants in the last group, who ‘inadvertently breached the SDP gateway’ due to
DWP error, should not be left in a worse off position as a result of the Secretary of State
failing to observe her own rules. However, any such argument is at yet untested.

2. The transitional SDP amount
From 24 July, rules provide for the inclusion as part of UC of a ‘transitional SDP amount’ for
certain severely disabled claimants who have migrated to UC.9 In effect, this is aimed at
providing compensation for the loss of the SDP to claimants who have naturally migrated to
UC and who had been entitled to the SDP in their legacy benefit (excluding HB). As noted
above, the official intent is that such payments can be applied not only to those severely
disabled (SDP entitled) claimants that naturally migrated to UC before the introduction of the
gateway, but to any such claimant who somehow naturally migrates to UC.

Entitlement
Specifically, the payment can be made where it comes to the attention of the Secretary of
State that:


an award of UC has been made to a claimant who, within the month preceding the
first day of entitlement to UC, was entitled to an award of IS, income-based JSA or
income-related ESA that included a SDP;



in a case where the award of IS, income-based JSA or income-related ESA ended
during that month, the claimant continued to satisfy the conditions for eligibility for a
SDP throughout that month;



the award of UC has not since terminated (whether by the claimant no longer being
entitled to UC or becoming, or ceasing to be, a member of a couple);



the claimant has not (or, in the case of joint claimants, neither of them has) ceased to
be entitled to the DLA care component, the PIP daily living component, armed forces
independence payment or AA; and

9

Schedule 2 of the UC Transitional Provisions Regulations, inserted by The Universal Credit (Managed Migration
Pilot and Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2019.
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nobody is in receipt of Carer’s Allowance or the carer element of UC —
o the claimant, or
o for joint claimants—


if an SDP was payable at the higher rate, both of them, or



if an SDP was payable at the lower rate, the claimant who was the
qualifying partner

Note that (in a change from the draft of the finalised rules) entitlement to the SDP in housing
benefit will not qualify the claimant for a transitional SDP amount. Another change from the
draft rules is that it is no longer required that the claim for UC was made before the
introduction of the SDP gateway on 16 January 2019.

Once entitlement is established, it would seem that a change in circumstances such as no
longer satisfying the conditions for the SDP does not affect the inclusion of the transitional
SDP amount in the UC award.10 However, the guidance also points out that once the UC
award ends (the guidance assumes this includes where a couple forms or breaks up, although
that may be arguable) then the transitional SDP amount is lost.

Amounts and payment
The transitional SDP amount is set at a fixed rate (£120, £385 or £405 per month), depending
on whether the UC is paid to a single person or a couple, whether the limited capability for
work-related activity element is included in the UC and if SDP was payable at the couple rate.
Note: partly because the payments are lump sum, generic payments, it is not comparable to
the ‘transitional protection’ that will be provided to claimants who undergo managed
migration to UC. This has already led to a further legal challenge (see ‘Transitional SDP
amounts and legal challenge’ below).

The transitional SDP amount can be paid as a lump sum or periodic payments; guidance is
that normally there is a lump sum for the past period followed by ongoing monthly
payments.11 On ‘conversion day’ (not defined but expected to be when the claimant
undergoes managed migration) rules provide that the payment is treated as converted into
the transitional element (i.e. transitional protection) payable to the claimant.12 This would
seem to mean, in effect, that the payment is replaced by transitional protection, although the
wording of the relevant provision is somewhat unclear.
10

See the guidance at para 18 of memo ADM 15/19. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Managed Migration
regulations stalks of (at para 7.46) a ‘one-off’ check.
11
Paras 23 and 24 ADM 15/19
12
Paras 4 and 5 of Schedule 2 to the Universal Credit Transitional Provisions Regulations
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Transitional SDP amounts and legal challenge
When the rules were in draft form, the provisions on transitional SDP amounts (then
restricted to those who migrated to UC before 16 January 2016) were quashed in a judicial
review challenge based on human rights arguments. The judge left it for the Secretary of
State to devise a response:

TP, AR and SXC v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions [2019] EWHC 1127
(QB) (3 May 2019)
In this judicial review decision, the High Court held that the draft rules providing for
‘transitional payments’ to severely disabled people who underwent ‘natural’ migration from
legacy benefits to universal credit before 16 January 2019 were unlawful. The claimants were
all claimants had all been entitled to the severe disability premium in their legacy benefit.
When they underwent ‘natural’ migration to universal credit (after making a claim for that
benefit), they were significantly worse off (as universal credit does not include such a
premium and there is no transitional protection to levels of the former legacy benefit in
‘natural’ migration).

Following rule changes from 16 January 2019, such claimants are prevented (by the SDP
gateway) from undergoing migration until they become subject to the ‘managed’ migration
process, which does provide transitional protection. Draft rykes (the draft Universal Credit
(Managed Migration Pilot and Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2019) provided for
‘transitional payments’ to such claimants who naturally migrated before that date, to reflect
their loss of the premium. But these payments were in the form of fixed-rate, generic
payments rather than the transitional protection (covering the full difference in value
between legacy benefit and universal credit) that will apply to claimants who undergo
managed migration. In the claimants’ cases, these fixed-rate payments were significantly less
(by about £100 per month) than they would have been entitled to in transitional protection.

Mr Justice Swift accepted the claimants’ argument that the difference in their treatment
compared to a severely disabled claimant who would get transitional protection under
managed migration amounted to unlawful discrimination, via a breach of Article 14 read with
Article 1 of Protocol 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). It was common
ground that, here, transitional protection fell within the ‘property and possessions’ ambit of
Article 1 of Protocol 1. It was also accepted that the difference between ‘natural’ migrants
and ‘managed’ migrants (who since the 16 January 2019 changes were a proper comparator
group) was a difference in status for the purposes of the prohibition of discrimination in
Article 14 (paragraphs 42-43). Although discrimination was capable of justification if not
‘manifestly without reasonable foundation’, the judge was not satisfied that the Secretary of
State had identified any reason that explains the difference in treatment between those (like
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the claimants) in the ‘SDP natural migrant group’ and those SDP recipients who since 16
January would not undergo natural migration (paragraph 64).Consequently, the parts of the
draft rules providing for the transitional payments were quashed, and it was ‘now a matter
for the Secretary of State to decide what should happen next’ (paragraphs 72-73).

We now know what that response is, in the form of the finalised version of the regulations.
Those regulations differ from the draft in some respects, in particular by having increased
amounts for the transitional SDP amount (£120 instead of £80, £285 instead of £280, £405
instead of £360).

But it remains that the finalised regulations still provide for fixed rate, generic payments
rather than the full transitional protection that will apply in managed migration cases. Neil
Couling, Director General of the Universal Credit Programme, has said (in correspondence
with NAWRA) that, ‘…the Ministerial intent was to ensure that claimants do not see a cash
loss of an equivalent amount to the Severe Disability Premium…it is not to replicate the
transitional protection that will be available to claimants that the Department will move to
Universal Credit…’. 13

Here we go again…
In the meantime, two of the claimants who made the challenge in TP, AR and SXC have
commenced judicial review proceedings (in the form of a pre-action letter to the Secretary of
State) arguing that the finalised regulations are still unlawful as ‘they short-change individuals
who receive previously received the Severe Disability Premium and Enhanced Disability
Premium..’. They point out that they are £180 per month worse off, but will still receive just
£120 per month.14

At time of writing, it may be therefore that the courts will once again consider whether the
rules on transitional SDP amounts are unlawful.

Managed migration
This process will take place in (at least) two broad stages: (1) a pilot in a limited number of
cases from July 2019; then (2) a main stage affecting most current claimants of legacy
benefits from November 2020, with the whole process due for completion by the end of
2023.
13

Letter from Neil Couling to Daphne Hall, Vice Chair of NAWRA, 8 August 2019
‘Government faces third legal challenge to Universal Credit migration arrangements’, 6 August 2019, via
www.leighday.co.uk/News
14
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The pilot
From 24 July 2019, the DWP a running a ‘managed migration pilot’. The rules provide that the
pilot will stop when the total number of UC awards made as a result of the pilot reaches
10,000.15 At that point, further regulation will be required, and the rules may differ from
those operated in the pilot.

The pilot is expected to take ‘around 12 months’. The initial site for the pilot is Harrogate,
where ‘additional support’ will be put in place, ‘including bespoke support that will also be on
hand for vulnerable claimants, including home visits’. There is a ‘possibility of extending to
further sites’ as the pilot progresses.16

Managed migration in law
The finalised rules published in July 2019 are exclusively about the pilot running from 24 July.
It may well be that rules that will apply to the wide process between 2020 and 2023 will
differ in some respects. The rules for the pilot include the following:



The migration process to start with issue of a ‘migration notice’ informing the
claimant that legacy benefits are to terminate and that ‘they will need’ to claim UC.17
The claimant is then a ‘notified person’. The DWP can decide to cancel the notice.18
However, despite this rule it is understood that in the pilot, the DWP will not in
practice threaten the termination of legacy benefit entitlement and will instead seek to
encourage the claimant to claim UC (for more, see ‘Managed migration in practice’
below).



No automatic claim or entitlement to UC. The rules make no such provision. The
usual UC claim rules will apply (although elsewhere the government has indicated a
willingness to explore variations).19 A ‘deadline day’ will be specified by which the UC
claim must be made. That day must at least three months from the notification but

15

The Universal Credit (Managed Migration Pilot and Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations, SI 2019 No.1152
(the ‘Managed Migration Regulations’) (the limitation to 10,000 cases is provided for in regulation 2)
16
House of Commons Hansard, Universal Credit: written statement HCWS 1399, 12 March 2019; ‘Universal
credit pilot to launch in North Yorkshire’, DWP press release, 11 March 2019; Letter from Neil Coulding, 22 July
2019
17
Reg 44 Universal Credit (Transitional Provisions Regulations) 2014 (the ‘TP Regs’) as amended by reg 3
Managed Migration Regulations
18
Regulation 44(5) TP Regulations
19

House of Commons Work and Pensions Committee, Universal Credit: managed migration:
Government Response to the Committee’s Twentieth Report of Session 2017-19, HC 1901 (23 January
2019).
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can be extended if there is ‘good reason’ to do so.20 Legacy benefit entitlement
terminates from the date of the UC claim or, if not made, from the day before the
deadline day (with a two week run-on for housing benefit).21 However, if the claimant
nevertheless makes a claim for UC before the ‘final deadline’ (defined as the last day
of what would have been the first assessment period had the award started on the
deadline day – i.e. a month from the deadline day), then UC can be awarded so as to
start on the deadline day.22


Where UC is claimed and then awarded under the managed migration process, a
‘transitional element’ as part of the UC maximum amount will provide transitional
protection where the UC is worth less than the legacy benefits. Where a claimant
transfers from tax credits with more than £16,000 in capital, a one year disregard of
the excess (a ‘transitional capital disregard’) will allow them to qualify for UC.23 See
also ‘Transitional protection’ below.



Transitional protection can only apply if UC is claimed on or before the ‘final
deadline’.24 If the decision on the claim is that there is no entitlement to UC, then no
transitional protection is to be included in any subsequent award of UC (i.e. on a new
claim) except certain cases involving excess earnings.25 (This provision will be of
concern in any case where the DWP decide there is a ‘failed claim’, i.e. no entitlement,
for example following failure to attend the initial interview with the work-coach.)



Full-time students who are notified persons but who would normally be unable to get
UC are able to do so if transferred via managed migration.26 Self-employed claimants
who are managed migrated and, from 23 September 2020, anyone who migrates to
UC, will be able to benefit from a 12 month exemption to the minimum income floor
(via the ‘start-up period’ rule) even if in fact they started their self-employment more
than 12 months ago. From that date, current UC claimants who start self-employment
will also be able to benefit from this exemption.27



A two-week run-on of income support, income-based JSA and income-related ESA
following a claim for UC, whether made under managed migration or not, from 22
July 2020.28 (However in the managed migration pilot discretionary hardship
payments are to be used to achieve the same effect before that date – see ‘Managed
migration in practice’ below.)

20

Regs 44 and 45 TP Regs
Reg 46 TP Regs
22
Reg 46(3) TP Regs
23
Reg 51 TP Regs
24
Reg 50 TP Regs
25
Reg 57 TP Regs
26
Reg 60 TP Regs
27
Reg 59 TP Regs; para 7.35 -7.37 Explanatory Memorandum to the Managed Migration Regulations
28
Regs 4 and 5 TP Regs
21
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Transitional protection
The rules provide for ‘transitional protection’ to apply where a claimant migrates to UC via
the managed migration rules.29 This can only apply where a notified person makes a
‘qualifying claim’ under the managed migration rules, i.e. on or before the final deadline.30
Note the following in paragraph 7.5 of the Explanatory Memorandum to the regulations:

‘If claimants contact the Department after the deadline date but within one month of their
existing benefits ending, their UC claim will automatically be backdated to the deadline date
and Transitional Protection can be applied to the UC award. If a claimant does not contact the
Department until after a month after the deadline date they were given, their claim will not be
considered as a managed migration claim which means their claim will be assessed under the
UC regulations without the consideration or award of Transitional Protection.’

The basis for transitional protection is the inclusion of a ‘transitional element’ as part of the
UC maximum amount (as well as, in cases of migration from tax credits, the possibility of the
‘transitional capital disregard’).

Where a clalim is made under the managed migration rules, the Secretary must determine
whether a transitional element (and transitional capital disregard) should apply. However this
will not apply where the claimant was single for the purposes of their legacy benefit and is
now claiming as a couple, or was a member of a couple but is now single or in a different
couple.31

The transitional element
A transitional element is included as part of the UC maximum amount if the total amount of
any awards of legacy benefit (the ‘total legacy amount’) is greater than the amount of UC the
claimant would otherwise be entitled to (the ‘indicative UC amount’).32

As UC is paid monthly, the total amount of legacy benefit is converted to a monthly amount
(for tax credits the daily rate is multiplied by 365 and divided by 12; for legacy benefits the
weekly rate is multiplied by 12 and divided by 52; housing benefit can be modified to take
account of rent free weeks).33

29

Regs 48-57 TP Regs (the term ‘transitional protection’ is in fact only used in headings to the rules)
Reg 50 TP Regs
31
Reg 50 TP Regs
32
Reg 52 UC TP Regs
33
Reg 53 UC TP Regs
30
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Regarding the benefit cap, the regulations provide that unless exemption from the UC benefit
cap applies (this includes the exemption for earnings), if the claimant’s benefit entitlement
(i.e. of all benefits taken into account regarding the cap – not just legacy benefit) exceeds the
UC benefit cap that applies then the total legacy amount is reduced by the excess (minus
childcare costs) before the transitional element is calculated.34 In short, in benefit cap cases
the total legacy benefit amount used is first reduced to the level of the UC benefit cap.

The initial amount of the transitional element is the amount by which the total legacy amount
exceeds the indicative UC amount. If the total legacy amount does not exceed the indicative
UC amount, no transitional element will apply. If the indicative UC amount is nil due to the
claimant’s earnings, the initial amount of the transitional element is the total legacy benefit
amount plus the excess earnings.35 A subsequent revision or supersession can revisit the
calculation, including where subsequent to migration a decision has been made regarding the
legacy benefit entitlement on revision, supersession or appeal.36

In the second and subsequent assessment periods of the UC award, the transitional element
can be reduced, but only by the amount of increases of other UC elements in the maximum
amount (including those awarded for the first time), apart from the childcare costs
element.37 Thus increases in income for example will not reduce the transitional element in
itself, but would be taken into account for the overall UC award in the normal way. The
transitional element ends where there is a drop in earnings for three months to a level below
the threshold in the UC conditionality rules, where a couple separates or a new couple forms,
or where the UC award terminates.38

Managed migration in practice

The DWP are testing managed migration in the pilot. Flexibilities compared to legal powers
in the rules include in particular that the power in the regulations to terminate legacy benefit
claims even where the claimant fails to claim UC will not be used – i.e. legacy benefit will not
terminate unless and until the claimant agrees to claim UC.

34

Regs 53(11) and 54 (6) TP Regs
Reg 55 UC TP Regs
36
Reg 62 UC TP Regs
37
Reg 55(2) UC TP Regs
38
Regs 56 and 57 TP Regs
35
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No termination of legacy benefit
Secretary of State Amber Rudd told parliament that ‘we do not intend to stop anyone’s
benefit during the pilot’. DWP Director General of Universal Credit Neil Couling said in
published letter to stakeholders that, ‘this is because the point of the pilot is to learn how to
move as many people as possible across to UC without resorting to this’. However, ‘there
may be a small group of people that we cannot move without prompting them by the
possibility of stopping existing benefits…we do need to be able to stop benefits – but only
where absolutely necessary – or we will never be able to close down the old system’.39

Mr Couling wrote in similar terms to Frank Field MP, Chair of the Work and Pensions
Committee, saying that, ‘in the pilot I do not believe we need to take a case to the point of
terminating their entitlement if they fail to engage with the process…we do need the power
to terminate a claim, but those cases are likely to come at the end of the process, when we
have done everything we possibly can to engage and support’.40

Discretionary hardship payments
Transitional protection, as provided for in the rules, will be part of the pilot. In addition, the
Secretary of State has said that two week ‘run-on’ of legacy benefit that in the rules will apply
only from 22 July 2020 will apply in the pilot via the use of, ‘discretionary hardship payments
in a way that protects claimants in the pilot from financial hardship by providing the
equivalent of a run-on, so they are financially no worse off compared to anyone migrating
later.’41

Claims - ‘Who knows me’
The draft rules provide for no particular exceptions to the way UC must be claimed, i.e. in
most cases online in order to be valid, and with follow up attendance at an interview in order
to provide evidence and further information, on pain of a ‘failed claim’, i.e. a decision of no
entitlement. The Secretary of State has ruled out ‘pre-population’ of claims i.e. by using
existing information, although Neil Couling has subsequently said that the pilot will involve
testing reuse of claimant identity data.42

39

House of Commons Hansard, Universal Credit: written statement HCWS 1399, 12 March 2019; letter from
Neil Couling, 18 March 2019
40
Letter from Neil Couling to Frank Field MP, Chair of the Work and Pensions Select Committee, 25 March 2019
41
Letter from Amber Rudd MP, Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, to Frank Field MP, Chair of the Work
and Pensions Select Committee, 5 February 2019
42
Letter from Amber Rudd to Frank Field, 5 February 2019; Letter from Neil Couling to Frank Field, 25 March
2019
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However, in the pilot the DWP intend to use stakeholder organisations to assist with claims,
via a ‘who knows me’ approach. This means using stakeholder who have a good knowledge of
and working relationships with the individual claimant to help in making the claim. Neil
Couling has told Frank Field MP that,

‘the “who knows me” concept is an illustration of the way we are working and the way
proposals for the pilot emerge. Stakeholders told us that they had detailed knowledge of some
claimants circumstances and had built up a level of trust, far in excess of the DWP’s own
relationships…I have told the Committee that scare-mongering about UC is hitting the
confidence of claimants and could make the managed migration a much more difficult
process as a lack of engagement increases the risks of failure and benefit cessation…we
concluded that [stakeholders] might play a key role in activating and supporting claimants
through the process, so people can make an application , which might dampen some of the
fears and make the process more smooth for claimants and less risky as a consequence.’43

Managed migration in particular – some key concerns

Likely subjects of concern, both in pilot and in the later managed migration process, include:






the ability of claimants, particularly those with vulnerabilities or health problems, to
manage the claims process; DWP are evidently aware of this concern and are
attempting to mitigate by provision of extra help and testing use of the ‘who knows
me’ approach; the managed migration pilot rules provide for at least three months
from notification to make the claim, with the possibility of extension;
in the event of a ‘failed claim’, i.e. following failure to attend the follow-on interview
after submission of the claim, what will be the approach regarding reclaiming and
retaining the possibility of getting transitional protection? The rules say that where
the decision on the claim is of no entitlement, there can be no transitional protection
even where there is a subsequent successful reclaim;44
how robust will be the transitional protection provided where the UC would be worth
less than the legacy benefit? The rules provide for loss of the transitional element for
example following earnings previously above the threshold for no work-related
requirements dropping below that threshold for three consecutive months and where
a couple has formed or split up. The Secretary of State told Frank Field that it ‘will not
be possible’ to test different approaches to transitional protection.45

43

Letter from Neil Couling to Frank Field, 25 March 2019
Reg 57(1)(b) UC TP Regs
45
Reg 56 UC TP Regs; letter from Amber Rudd to Frank Field, 5 February 2019
44
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JUDICIAL REVIEW PROJECT
Using the pre‐action protocol: an effective way to challenge
intractable welfare benefits decisions
Jessica Strode
September 2019

Using the pre‐action protocol to get
results for your clients





Quickly
Free
Without using a solicitor or going to court
With the potential to effect wider change
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•
•
•
•
•

What is judicial review?
When can you use it?
Why is it effective?
CPAG judicial review project resources
Case study

What is Judicial Review?
Judicial review is a legal challenge:
 By a claimant with a sufficient interest
 Against a body carrying out a public
function
 Against the way a decision has been
made (or regulations which are said to be
‘ultra vires’)
 As a “remedy of last resort”
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Part 54 of the Civil Procedure Rules sets
out the procedure for judicial review
claims.
The Pre‐Action Protocol for Judicial
Review sets out what should happen
before a claim is issued.

Sufficient interest
A welfare benefit claimant will always have a
sufficient interest to bring a judicial review
claim.
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Public functions
A public body administering welfare benefits will
always be carrying out a public function.

A private body carrying out a public function
in some cases can also be judicially reviewed.
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What sort of decisions?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Refusal to take a claim / claim closure
Inappropriate claimant commitment
Decision to recover an overpayment
Level of a deduction from benefit
Refusal of a discretionary payment
Refusal of benefit as incorrect criteria used

On what grounds?
• Delay or failure to make a decision
• Failure to exercise discretion / operation of a
blanket policy
• Failure to follow the law or own guidance
• Procedural irregularity e.g. failing to provide a
decision notice / reasons
• Failure to take into account relevant evidence or
taking irrelevant evidence into account
• Discrimination
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What can you ask for?
•
•
•
•
•

Decision maker to follow the law
Decision maker to exercise discretion
Change to guidance
Staff training
Damages including Human Rights Act
damages

Time limit
• Claims must be brought promptly and
within 3 months

Remedy of last resort
When there is no “effective alternative remedy”.
• No right of appeal
• Right of appeal not ‘effective’
• the need for speed
• the public importance of the issue
• the remedy sought is not available on appeal
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How?
Send a judicial review pre‐action protocol letter to:
DWP Legal Advisers
Government Legal Department
Caxton House
6‐12 Tothill Street
London
SW1H 9NA
legal.queries@dwp.gov.uk

HM Revenue and Customs
Solicitor’s Office
South West Bush
Bush House
Strand
London
WC2B 4RD
mailbox.litigation@hmrc.gov.uk

But I’m not a solicitor!
• CPAG have produced a raft of templates and can
support you during the pre‐action stage.
• Most pre‐action letters resolve the issue, so it does
not need to go any further.
• If the matter is not resolved, you do not have to
litigate, you can let the matter drop.
• If your client does want to litigate? See CPAG map of
legal support (https://cpag.org.uk/welfare‐
rights/judicial‐review/map‐solicitors)
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Template letters
LCWRA
element
from start of
claim when
moving to
UC from ESA

EU pre /
settled
status

Deductions
from UC
Failure
to offer
a UC
advance

Refugees
required
to meet
HRT
Untidy
tenancies

Refusal to
accept a
UC claim
in
advance
UC:
Disputed
earnings
Refusal
to pay UC
without a
NINo

Failure
to send
an
ESA50
Carer
element in
line with
CA run‐on

No 'run
on after
a death'
in new
claim

UC claimant
commitment

Delay in
providing
MR
decision

How much does it cost?
• There are no costs implications in sending a pre‐
action letter (except your time).
• If the matter is resolved in the pre‐action stage,
however many letters you send, there are no
costs implications.
• Significant costs arise when judicial review
proceedings are issued and failure to follow the
pre‐action protocol may be penalised. Refer to a
solicitor, legal aid is available.
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Why does using the pre‐action
protocol work?
• Decided by DWP legal department
• Potential cost of litigation
• Potential to set precedent

Case study
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Irish national with 3 children
Destitute
No national insurance number
Application made for NINo
Application made for UC
“We cannot pay you UC until you have a NINo”
2 months with no income at all
Referred to CPAG on a Wednesday
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Grounds for judicial review
Failure to follow the law: legislation
S.1(1A) to (1B) of the Social Security Administration Act 1992 (SSAA 1992)
provides that the NINo requirement may be satisfied where the claimant
provides a NINo or evidence or information necessary to ascertain a NINo or,
under s1(1B)(b) SSAA 1992, where:
“the person makes an application for a national insurance number to be
allocated to him which is accompanied by information or evidence enabling
such a number to be so allocated.”

Failure to follow the law: caselaw
S1(1B)(b) SSAA 1992 was considered by Commissioner Rowland in the Upper
Tribunal in CH/4085/2007:
“It is to be observed that there is no requirement that a national insurance
number have [sic] been allocated before benefit is awarded. It is sufficient
that an application has been made. That is consistent with the idea that
having the national insurance number is not really necessary for entitlement
to a non‐contributory benefit but is merely a tool in the fight against fraud.
The payment of benefit is not generally to be delayed while the application for
the national insurance number is processed.”
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Failure to follow own guidance
The DWP’s own Advice for Decision Making confirms that an
award should be made where a NINo has been applied for at
A2148:
There is no entitlement to benefits unless the claim is
accompanied by sufficient information or evidence
…
to enable a NINO to be allocated where the claimant or adult
does not have a NINO and they apply for one.

What did we ask for?
The Defendant is requested:
• without further delay to award and pay X UC from the date of
her application;
• to amend its system to enable payments to be made without
any requirement for an actual NINo provided that an
application for a NINo has been made; and
• To remove the misleading requirement on the DWP ‘How to
Claim’ webpage ‘What you need to apply: your national
insurance number’
• Response requested by 5pm on the Friday of the same week
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What did we get?
“As you already aware, the proposed claimant applied under the
employee route for a NINO. We have taken steps to address this
and payment should be made today or early next week.”
• All arguments of unlawfulness were rejected.
• Payment was received on the Wednesday of the following
week, along with her NINo.
• The webpage was amended.
• A staff memo detailing the NINo procedure which staff must
follow in these circumstances was circulated.

Common wording of a DWP response
Response to proposed claim
Judicial review is a remedy of last resort. The Claimant must exhaust all
other remedies available to her before issuing judicial review proceedings.
In this case, the appropriate means of challenging the Secretary of
State’s decision is to pursue the statutory appeal route. The Claimant has
begun this process by requesting a mandatory reconsideration. The
mandatory reconsideration has now been carried out and we accept
that the Claimant has a right to reside and is eligible to receive
benefits. A decision will be sent to the Claimant to that effect in due
course. We hope this is a satisfactory result for your Claimant and no
further proceedings will ensue.
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Feedback
Sent: Fri 14/06/2019 15:31
Subject: Refusal of paying UC due to no NINO
I followed your advice and in the beginning of April 2019
I sent DWP a letter of JR based on your template. It
worked! By the end of April the client was paid all the UC
due.
Sent: 25 March 2019 10:18
Subject: Delays processing UC MR requests
Thank you for your template which had the desired
result of providing us with a written MR outcome which
we can now appeal, after nearly 6 months waiting and
a conciliatory payment of £50 to the client for
unavoidable delays.
Sent: 13 May 2019 11:31
Subject: Advance Claims for Care Leavers
I attach the response from the DWP’s solicitor after

using the template you prepared for me. Although
they still do not accept our view they have given
my client the missing days of UC.
Sent: 13 June 2019 14:47
Subject: Delay in implementing positive HRT decision
Just thought I would let you know that the pre‐action
letter worked – Client is very happy as she has just
received her backdated payment and her regular
payments will commence on the 17/06.
Sent: 02 July 2019 11:40
Subject: cbESA pending appeal
PAP papers were sent and emailed on 21st June…
Client received a text on 28th June advising the money
would be in his account same day, and received
£1012. This was our office’s first Pre‐action so we are
over the moon, shandies all round tonight!

CPAG Judicial Review Project
Judicial Review email advice for advisers:

jrproject@cpag.org.uk
Judicial Review template letters:
www.cpag.org.uk/content/judicial‐review‐pre‐action‐letters
Pre‐action protocol case studies
www.cpag.org.uk/content/cpag‐judicial‐review‐project‐–‐
early‐successes
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CPAG PUBLICATIONS
WITH THE BENEFIT SYSTEM UNDERGOING ITS MOST SIGNIFICANT
REFORM IN A GENERATION, OUR EXPERT PUBLICATIONS HELP YOU
TO KEEP UP-TO-DATE WITH ALL THE LATEST CHANGES.
From easy-to-follow guides, to volumes of legislation, you’ll find all the information
and advice you need in our publications, no matter your level of experience.
Covering everything from universal credit and tax credits, to benefit entitlements for
migrants and beyond, our sector-leading titles help you to navigate the complexities
of the latest welfare reforms.

www.shop.cpag.org.uk
Please feel free to contact us with any enquiries
at bookorders@cpag.org.uk or call 020 7812 5236
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CPAG TRAINING
UPCOMING TRAINING DATES IN LONDON
8.10.19

Universal Credit for Disabled People

10.10.19

Benefits for EEA Nationals

11.10.19

Benefits for EEA Nationals - Advanced

14.10.19

ESA – The Problem Areas

18.10.19

Universal Credit – Help to Claim

21-25.10.19

Introduction to Welfare Rights Week

28.10.19

Mental Health and Benefits

29.10.19

Benefit and Tax Credit Law Update

7.11.19

DLA for Children

www.cpag.org.uk/training

CPAG’S EXPERIENCE IN THE WELFARE
RIGHTS FIELD IS UNRIVALLED AND
THIS IS REFLECTED IN THE QUALITY OF
OUR TRAINING. OUR COURSES COVER
ALL ASPECTS OF WELFARE BENEFITS,
TAX CREDITS AND THE WELFARE
RIGHTS SYSTEM.
We also deliver ‘in-house’ courses to
meet the training needs of groups or
organisations, saving on time, travel
and accommodation costs when there
are eight or more people who require
specialist welfare training. For a quote,
contact training@cpag.org.uk or call
020 7812 5228.
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